
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

PART NUMBER
Norton Urethane Windshield Sealer
07660782735

PACKAGE SIZE
10.5 fl oz. Metal Cartridge (310 ml)

DESCRIPTION
A one part moisture curing urethane adhesive designed to provide a strong bond to all wind
shield and backlight replacements. This product exhibits excellent adhesion to glass and 
pinchweld surfaces designed for use in a close cutout method or tape installation. Urethane 
Windshield Adhesive passes FMVSS 212 strength requirements. 

APPLICATION 
Close Cut-Out Method: 
1. Clean the new windshield with glass cleaner and dry with a clean, lint free cloth
2. Clean bonding surface around perimeter of glass with Norton Panel and Adhesive Cleaner (07660782780). Allow 5 minutes 

to flash and dry off
3. Apply a thin coat of Pinchweld Primer over black ceramic band (frit). Allow to dry
4. Remove the old windshield cutting as close to the glass as possible
5. Trim away high spots off the original adhesive. Clean the remainder of original adhesive with a dry brush or compressed air. 
6. Norton Urethane Windshield Sealer is primerless to the original urethane. Use Pinchweld Primer on any exposed bare or 

painted metal. 
7. Gun a bead directly on the existing bed of urethane
8. Install windshield, applying even pressure on the bond line to assure uniform contact with the adhesive
9. Apply additional adhesive if required. Tool urethane around the edge and replace the molding
10. Clean up with Norton Panel and Adhesive Cleaner (07660782780)

Full Cut-Out Method: 
1. Clean the new windshield with glass cleaner and dry with a clean, lint free cloth. 
2. Clean bonding surface around perimeter of glass with Norton Panel and Adhesive Cleaner (07660782780). Allow 5 minutes 

to flash and dry off
3. Remove all but a 1/16”  1/8” layer of the original adhesive from the pinchweld. Clean the old urethane with Norton Panel and 

Adhesive Cleaner (07660782780)
4. Apply butyl tape to the inside edge of the pinchweld, pressing to assure complete contact with the surface before removing the 

release liner
5. Apply a bead of Norton Urethane Windshield Sealer behind the tape. The bead should be slightly higher than the profile of the 

dam tape
6. Install the windshield making sure to apply even pressure on the bond line to ensure contact with the adhesive
7. Additional urethane can be applied if necessary. Tool urethane around the edge of the windshield and replace the molding. 
8. Clean up with Norton Panel and Adhesive Cleaner (07660782780)
NOTE: For maximum adhesion protection, windshields that have a black ceramic band will require priming with Pinchweld Primer
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TECHNICAL DATA
COLOR:  Black
TENSILE STRENGTH:  >1740 PSI
ELONGATION AT BREAK:  700%
RTU Solids:  100%
HARDNESS:  SHORE A 57 
TACK FREE TIME:  25 minutes @ 73°F (23°C), 50% RH and 3 mm thickness 
CURE TIME:  24 hours @ 73°F (23°C), 50% RH and 3 mm thickness 
SHELF LIFE:  1 year when stored between 50°F (10°C) and 77°F (25°C) in a cool dry place.  
 The storage temperature should not exceed 77°F (25°C) for extended periods of time.  
 Keep away from wet areas, direct sunlight and heat sources.
DRIVE AWAY TIME: 2 hours @ temps between 23°F (5°C) and 104°F (40°C)

REGULATORY
CATEGORY: ADHESIVE 

VOC Actual 0.03#/gal (4 g/l) Weight % of Exempt Compounds 0
VOC Regulatory 0.03#/gal (4 g/l) Volume % of Exempt Compounds 0
Weight % of Volatiles <0.3% Density of Material #/gal 10.3
Weight % of Water 0

PRECAUTIONS 
For professional use only.  Before use, read and follow all TDS, label and SDS precautions.
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